
 

Classicism in Copenhagen & Beyond: 

Great Houses, Castles, Gardens & Urban Spaces  

May 28-June 4, 2020 

Tour arrangements by Classical Excursions 

 

We invite you to join us on our second ICAA tour of Classical Denmark arranged by 
Lani Summerville of Classical Excursions. 

 The country is the southernmost and therefore, the most continental of the 
Scandinavian countries. Greatly varied with wide fields, moors and forests.  Denmark 
also has a beautiful coastline and over 480 islands. From picturesque villages with 
colorful half-timbered houses, to majestic castles, manor houses and the bold Danish 
Modern movement, Denmark is a destination not to be missed. 

This seven-day tour will introduce you to the finest historical properties in Denmark 
including 18th century manor houses, royal residences and private gardens, exceptional 
museums and culminating with an introduction to the Danish Modern and such design 
giants as Arne Jacobsen and Poul Henningsen.  

Much like neighboring Sweden, Denmark flourished artistically during the 18th century 
experiencing a Golden Age within the world of art, architecture and decorative arts. 



Two devastating fires during the 18th century left leading architects of the era with 
opportunity to rebuild the capitol of Copenhagen in the latest neo-classical style. 

Discover both the Classical Copenhagen, at its peak during the 18th century with 
contributions by such architects as C.F. Hansen, known as Denmark’s Palladio and 
Gottlieb Bindesboll’s Thorvaldsen Museum, along side the 20th century Danish Modern.  
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Tour Highlights: 

A two-night stay on the picturesque island of Funen at the Relais & Chateaux 
property, the 17th century Falsled Kro. 

A Five-night stay in Copenhagen at the four-star Phoenix Hotel, located in the heart 
of Nyhaven and the antique district’s Bredgade. 

A private tour of the magical 18th-century manor house, Liselund. This small 
thatched roof palace is set in the fairytale like atmosphere of a picturesque park on a 
lake and contains amazing late 18th century interiors and parkland. 

A private tour of Frederiksberg Castle, a Baroque masterpiece and now the Royal 
Military Academy. 

A special visit to the Royal Garden and Orangerie at the Queen’s residence, 
Fredensborg Castle. This is the grandest royal garden in all of Denmark. 

A tour of the privately owned Ledreborg mansion and gardens designed in 1742 in 
the Rococo style. 



A luncheon and tour at Sanderumgard dating from 1790, with the owner Susanne 
Vind. 

Tours of the Danish Design Museum & Thorvaldsen Museum. 

A visit and luncheon at the privately owned Gissefeld Castle & Gardens. 

A visit to a private Baroque garden Exillion belonging to the Danish advertising mogul 
Peter Wibroe. 

Frederiksborg Slot and Gardens on the outskirts of Copenhagen.  The castle now 
houses the National Portrait Gallery & Decorative Arts collection, but it was originally 
built by King Christian IV and is the largest Renaissance castle in Scandinavia. The 
extensive Baroque Gardens built by Frederick IV in the 1720 are the highlight for us 
at Frederiksborg. Architect J.C. Krieger laid out the symmetrical gardens, which are 
aligned with the castles main axis, extending into the landscape.  

Please contact Lani Summerville at Classical Excursions to register. 
Lani@classicalexcursions.com, 413 446 8728 Tour price $4900 per person, based 
on double occupancy. Single supplement of $1100.00 applies. 

 


